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Nowadays, textile industries are working tomaximize proit by using lean tools. This paper describes various Cost

ofQuality procedures to determineCOQ in the organization. Still, itwas felt that it could be improved and simpliied

to make a standard format for inding quality for different departments. A Quality Cost procedure was reined and

implemented in the textile industry. COQ program was implemented in the production department of a textile

product manufacturer. Prevention, Appraisal, Failure & Opportunity Cost model was employed. The total COQ

of the manufacturing textile unit was 6.8% concerning sales, which was later reduced to 4.5% after implementing

lean and sustainable initiatives. The cost of qualitywas calculated for four departments. Internal failure is found to

the maximum in all the departments. The major reason for high internal failure cost is the production loss (Target

unachieved). There is ahugegap in the implementationandunderstandingof COQconcepts in the textile industries

in Pakistan. This paper provides awareness to calculate COQ in the textile sector for all developing countries. The

same procedure for COQ calculation can be followed in any textile industry, and COQ can be reduced easily.

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Customers always attract to those supplierswho promise to

give high quality. In this era of competition, not only in tex-

tile sector, every sector is striving to attain the best level of

quality so that they can grab their target market. The study

concluded that if we increase product quality, that means

we had to increase product manufacturing cost. For this

purpose, measuring cost of quality is important [1]. It is ev-

ident that many industries in Pakistan are devoid of formal

Quality Costing system. However, thewill to implement best

practices to control quality cost does exist up to some ex-

tent. The current situation of the textile sector in Pakistan

shows that they need training in Cost of Quality for better

understanding and implementation [2]. Organizations al-

ways ind ways that are precise and easy. In this paper, sev-

eral costingmodelswere evaluated [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10], but

some of themare too lengthy and sophisticated, fewof them

are not expressed as a formal document [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

The textile industry is contributing more than 60% of ex-

ports to Pakistan. As Pakistan is an agricultural country,

there is no substitutefor Pakistan’s economy other than the

textile industry. The main roots of textile are cotton prod-

ucts, andwe are the fourth-largest producer of cotton in the

world. Since textile products are manufactured in Pakistan,

so we are getting cheap raw material as compared with

other sectors due to no imports. It is also a great source of

creating new employment opportunities. 38% of the labor

force work in the textile industry. The textile industry en-

joys cheap labor, and it also reduces poverty. The top buyers

of Pakistani textile goods are USA, Japan, Korea, Saudi Ara-
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bia, Italy, Turkey, Canada, Sweden, Australia, EU, Gulf region,

UK, HongKong, etc. The textile industries have been playing

a phenomenal role in earning foreign exchange. Pakistan

is facing a huge challenge from its competitors like India,

Bangladesh, China, Sri-Lanka and Vietnam. Because there

are several lacking in Pakistani textiles; some of them are

as follows:

1. Due to a lack of research and development in textile, Pak-

istan lost opportunities to utilize raw material more prop-

erly.

2. Due to lack of technology, textiles in Pakistan also using

massive manpower, and sometimes the child labor ratio is

also increasing in Pakistan.

3. The major problem which textile industries are facing in

Pakistan is the energy crisis. Load Shedding occurs very of-

ten; many industries convert their plant to gas, but unfortu-

nately, gas load shedding also started in the last few years

due to which industries close their units.

4. Due to the poor law and order situation, investors are re-

luctant to invest in Pakistan. Theyusually prefer someother

countries where they can get maximum proit.

5. Due to poor coordination with farmers and delivering

them money on time by some investors, they are not inter-

ested in cotton farming. They are usually interested in sug-

arcane and maize farming.

6. Due to the lack of skilled labor, customers are not get-

ting quality products. The highermanagement of the textile

mills usually wants illiterate workers to maintain interna-

tional machinery.

7. Due tousingoutdatedmachinery, theworld customersdo

not encourage Pakistani industries. They prefer advanced

countries because they are using advancedmachinery [11].

8. Due to a lack of Professional Planners, Pakistani Textile

bears a huge inventory cost and Quality issues [12].

The ISO certiications are not synchronized with the actual

practices within the organizations. There is a need for qual-

ity training for better understanding. Proper Check and bal-

ance of Quality at every stage required. The involvement of

all the departments should be in practice to follow proper

SOP of every department [13]. Research shows that the im-

plementation status of COQ (PAF or ABC Model) is inferior

to non-existent [12].

According to another research of developing country like

Pakistan, it is clearly mentioned that implementation sta-

tus andunderstanding level of QMS andCOQconcepts in the

garment sector is found to be veryweak [14]. A study shows

that All Pakistan Textile Mills Association (APTMA) mem-

ber companies adopted ISO9001QMS implementationonly,

and other techniques like Six Sigma are ignored [15]. A sur-

vey in Pakistan’s knitwear industry found few satisfactory

results regarding the basic understanding of COQ and TQM,

and some showed limited knowledge of advanced quality

concepts [16].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Cost of Quality by Juran and Feigenbaum’s

Juran and Feigenbaum deine four Different categories of

quality costing (P-A-F approach). These four Costs include

Internal Failure Cost, External Failure Cost, Appraisal Cost,

and Prevention Cost.

1) Internal failure cost: “These are cost which would dis-

appear if no defects existed in the product before shipment

to the customer.” According to him, it includes Scrap, Re-

work, Retest, Downtime, Yield Losses, and Disposition.

2) External failure cost: “These are cost which would dis-

appear if no defects existed in the product before shipment

to the customer.” According to him, it includes Scrap, Re-

work, Retest, Downtime, Yield Losses, and Disposition.

3) External failure cost: “These are costs would also dis-

appear if there were no defects. They are distinguished

from the internal failure cost by the facts that the defects

are found after the shipment to the customers.” According

to him, it includes complaint adjustment, warranty charges,

and allowances.

4) Appraisal cost: “These are costs incurred to discover

the condition of the product.” According to him, it includes

incoming material inspection, inspection, and test, main-

taining the accuracy of test equipment, and evaluation of

stocks.

5) Preventive cost: “These costs are incurred to keep fail-

ure and appraisal costs to a minimum.” According to him,

it includes quality planning, new-products review, training,

process, control, quality data acquisition & analysis, quality

reporting.

These are cost categories experimented in several orga-

nizations, and it is followed widely while calculating COQ

[10, 17, 18, 19].

B. Cost of Quality by Crosby

It is concerned with the activity cost, i.e., price of confor-

mance and -non-conformance.

1) Price of conformance: This cost is the cost of good qual-

ity, i.e., to ensure the good quality of the product .

2) Price of non-conformance: This cost is the cost of low

quality, i.e., due to failures [7].
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C. Opportunity Cost Models by Carr

Cost of conformance, Cost of non-conformance, and oppor-

tunity cost are included in this model.

1) Opportunity cost: Proit not earned owing to lost cus-

tomers and a reduction in revenue because of non-

conformance [17].

D. Process Cost Model by Ross

It is concerned with the process cost; that is why it distin-

guished from Crosby’s model. It is the sum of the process

cost of conformance and non-conformance. It is also called

IDEF (the computer-aided manufacturing integrated pro-

gram deinition methodology) [20]

E. ABC Costing Model by Cooper

ABC model is not a CoQ model. However, Activity Based

Costing model provides an alternative approach to quanti-

fying activities’ cost. The ABC model's goal is to eliminate

Non Non-Value Added Activities and minimize the Value

added activities to reduce total cost and gain maximum

quality level by usingminimum resources [9, 10, 17, 18, 20].

F. Taguchi’s Quality Loss Function

According to this loss function, once the product is shipped

to the customer, the losses are discovered, some are tangi-

ble, and some are intangible. The loss perceived will be sig-

niicantly higher due to hidden loss. It is given by the fol-

lowing function:

L = D2C

Where D = Deviation from the target, C = The Cost Factory

would incur to achieve the target speciications, L = Actual

Cost Loss [21].

1) Ice berg theory by defeo: Defeo explains thatmany costs

are visible and can be determined, but there are several

losses that are hidden just like this iceberg. After careful

examination, we can determine the hidden losses which an

organization suffers after the wrong shipment. We should

take all these hidden measures in our COQ template to de-

termine the hidden factors as much as we can [22].

III. RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

A. The Company Case

This study was conducted at a textile manufacturing com-

pany in Karachi, Pakistan. The case company manufactures

and exports a wide range of towel products only such as

Bath towels, Hand Towel, Kitchen Towel, etc. It has annual

sales of around PKR 11B. Since the COQ was calculated for

the data of six months, so half of the annual sales taken in

the calculation. The target is to calculate the COQ for this

unit for the six months data fromMay’18 to Oct’18).

B. Data Collection

The data collection was itself a challenging activity. Since

personnel in the organization were not aware of the sig-

niicance of COQ. So, they were reluctant to share their de-

partmental information. The dedicated production profes-

sionals who got awareness took data from different depart-

ments like plant engineering, marketing, Chemical Labora-

tory, Quality Control, Finance, Human Resource, and Logis-

tics when required. The data were evaluated by the Qual-

ity professionals to give direction to the team. The com-

pany provided data in the form of excel reports, and some

were extracted from ERP (company’s data module) gener-

atedPDF reports. Thedatawasnot synchronizedasneeded.

Data was interrogated several times by COQ production

teams individually; after that, it was arranged as per the

desired format. It was also suggested the stakeholders to

maintain the data as instructed in order to calculate COQ in

the future.

C. Prevention Cost

Figure 1 shows the prevention cost elements of all the de-

partments. We will be discussing each one of them one by

one. Training has been taken in the Prevention cost because

these training are on-ground training which are provided

on a monthly basis to all the workers by the production su-

pervisors. The trainers and trainees' training hours are ex-

pressed in the PKR. Maintenance Costs are the preventive

maintenance costs, which include expenses of manpower,

lubricants, and equipment costs.

Machines looms andPits Cleaning are done to prevent prod-

uct from contamination so themanpower utilized for clean-

ing are expressed in PKR. Yarn, Quality, Weight, and Ac-

cessories Veriication are done in order to validate the pa-

rameters and to avoid mixing of materials. Beam Inspec-

tion is done to prevent damages of yarn and looms by the

plant engineering department. The costs of manpower

and beam repair equipment involved in preventing mate-

rial from being damaged are expressed in PKR. Humidiica-

tion and Blow off suction plant fulill the purpose of main-

taining the temperature and regular cleaning of looms; so it

canworkproperly24/7. Thesemaintenance costs are taken

from the Plant Engineering department in PKR. The culture

of Quality Circle is present in the only Printing department.

This team's wages include as per their contribution on av-

erage, and it is expressed in PKR.
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Fig. 1. Prevention costs elements department wise

D. Appraisal Cost

Figure 2 shows the cost elements of appraisal cost. We will

discuss each aspect individually. QC inspection deines the

quality of the product, so the manpower and equipment

costs are taken in PKR. The calibrations are done from both

means internal and external. These equipment and man-

power costs are taken in PKR. The LoomData System (LDS)

and DCS Distributed Control System (DCS) need to bemain-

tained. The wages of dedicated manpower are expressed in

PKR. Loom Designer veriies the design on the loom, so the

associated personnel wages are expressed in PKR. Internal

Audits include IMS audit, HSE Audit, Risk and Environment

Impact Assessment, 5s audits, and technical Compliance au-

dits are performed by QMS department. Their wages as per

the department share are expressed in PKR. Lab Inspection

means validation of the parameters of the fabric after every

new lot. In case of outliers they contact concerned depart-

ments. Machine Chemist's duty is to check the parameters

of the machines and fabric on the ground. Their wages as

per department shares are expressed in PKR. Design Check-

ers are present in the printing department to validate the

designof printing screens in the engravingdepartment. The

stitching department has additional manpower for inspec-

tion, which are deputed in Packing, metal detector, grad-

ing, and counter sections. Tomake sure the fabric is proper

packed in the cartonsthe Fabric does not contain any metal

part. The Counting of fabric is also done in order to make

sure no wrong number of quantities is entered in the sec-

tion. The graders check all the parameters as per the defect

list. All of these additional inspection wages are included in

appraisal costs and expressed in PKR.

Fig. 2. Appraisal costs elements department wise

E. Internal Failure Cost

Figure 3 shows the internal failure costs elements. Rework

cost in PKR is included as per the additional material lost to

mend the fabric. Overtime, which is carried out due to re-

work and quality maintaining, had been taken from the Hu-

manResource department in PKR. Productions Loss targets

which are unachieved due to downtime are converted into

Kilograms, followed by PKR are included in internal failure

cost. B & C pieces are low-cost sale products. The loss is

taken in PKR. Raw Material Wastage targets which are un-

achieved are taken in PKR. But the data shows all the targets

are achieved in these six months.
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Fig. 3. Internal failure costs elements department

F. External Failure Cost

Figure 4 shows the external failure cost elements of all the

departments. Since we are calculating COQ in the Textile

sector, so there is no possibility of Warranty Cost, Service

Cost, and Repair Cost. Our international customers do not

found the returning fabric in case of customer dissatisfac-

tion. So, as per the analysis we have two components in ex-

ternal failure that the company bears. Container Detention

is external failure. The poor planning cause container to be

detained, which results in late shipment of fabric. The de-

partmentwhich is responsible for late shipment is recorded

by the marketing department, and the PKR lost is added to

this external failure. Late Shipments (Air Shipments) are

held sometimes in order to deliver fabric urgently to the

customers. Again, the department which is responsible for

air shipment is added to the external failure costs.

Fig. 4. External costs elements department wise

G. Opportunity Cost

Fig 5 shows the opportunity costs. The target unachieved is

taken in internal failure cost, but there is a clear opportunity

found if the performance improves, then we can go beyond

the target. Production lost due to downtime can shrink as

much as possible such that it can run on maximum capac-

ity which is beyond the company’s target. The costs of lost

Kilograms are expressed in PKR. RawMaterialWastage also

has given targets in the organization. Fortunately, there is

no excess loss of raw material; that is why it is not men-

tioned earlier in internal failure cost. But again, there is an

opportunity to lose no raw material. The opportunity lost

raw material fabric kilograms is expressed in PKR.

Fig. 5. Opportunity costs elements department wise
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cost elements fromdifferent departmentswere analyzedby

quality professionals. We got calculations from four differ-

ent departments. The calculated results of COQ fromweav-

ing, dyeing, printing department are shown in Figures 6, 7,

8, and 9. We found one thing similar in all graphical ig-

ures. That internal Failure Cost is found to be Maximum in

all graphical igures.

Weaving COQ in Figure 6 shows that internal Failure cost is

the highest. But External Failure Cost is the lowest, which

is suitable. Since we are working to reduce total COQ, so in-

ternal failure cost and opportunity cost must be reduced.

Dyeing, printing & Stitching COQ in Figures 7, 8, and 9

respectively show the almost same trend. However, some

showed higher external failure and appraisal failure cost as

compared to prior graphical igures. Again, in order to see a

drastic reduction in COQ, we should reduce internal failure

cost as our irst priority. It is also observed that by calcu-

lating each COQ, we can see a clear picture of every depart-

ment. If we directly combine all the costs, then we cannot

see a more accurate picture and situation of every depart-

ment. It is noted that the price of conformance is not effec-

tive and it should be increased.

Because it is evident from COQ calculated in the different

sector shows that COGQ is 22 to 50 times is cheaper than

COPQ [23].

Fig. 6. Weaving COQ in PKR

Fig. 7. Dyeing COQ in PKR

Fig. 8. Printing COQ in PKR
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Fig. 9. Stitching COQ in PKR

It was suggested that there should be one template for all

the departments in order to avoid any ambiguity in the fu-

ture calculation of COQ. The consolidated cost elements are

shown in Table 1. Every department will follow this table

and calculate its COQ to compare the COQ trend from the

previous one. The step by step procedure for calculating

COQ is attached at the end of this paper. Then, after the cal-

culation of individual COQ, all will be consolidated in one

table such that Table 2.

TABLE 1

CONSOLIDATED COST ELEMENTS OF ALL DEPARTMENTS

Cost Category Cost Elements

PREVENTION COST Training/Quality Circle

Overall Maintenance Cost/Beam Inspection

Cost/humidiication (utility cost) Loom/pit/SOHLER/machine cleaning

Quality/Weight/yarn/Accessories veriication

APPRAISAL COST QC/Lab inspection

Calibration cost

DCS/LDS/metal detector, Maintenance Cost

Internal Audit Cost

Process Manpower inspection cost (Machine

Chemists, Loom designer, sub-store, grading, counter,

design check, shade)

INTERNAL FAILURE COST B Pieces

C Pieces

Overtime for rework and quality maintaining

Production Loss (target unachieved due to downtime)

Rework

Raw Material Wastage (Target Unachieved)

EXTERNAL FAILURE COST Container Detention

Late Shipments (Air Shipments)

OPPORTUNITY COST Production Lost due to downtime (beyond the Target)

Raw Material Wastage (Beyond the Target)
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TABLE 2

CONSOLIDATED CALCULATION OF COST ELEMENTS OF ALL DEPARTMENTS

Departments/Cost Elements Training/Quality Circle Overall mainte-

nance/Beam Inspec-

tion/Humidiication (utility)

Loom/Pit/Machine/

SOHLER Cleaning

Quality/Weight/Yarn Acces-

sories Veriication

Prevention Costs

Weaving 4,111 18,350,653 839,113 428,204

Dyeing 3,106 20,170,334 27,885 805,068

Printing 11,165 6,459,450 669,240 290,655

Stitching 20,616 3,925,480 2,007,720 611,316

Total 54,624,117

Departments/

Cost Elements

Internal Audit QC/ Lab

Inspection

Calibration Cost DCS/ LDS/ Metal Detectors

Maintenance

Cost

Process manpower

inspection cost (Ma-

chine chemist, loom

designer, sub-store,

grading, fabric coun-

ters/shade /design

check)

Appraisal Costs

Weaving 7,333 7,745,508 21,114 211,284 508,000

Dyeing 7,333 4,158,395 38,889 499,522 2,415,204

Printing 7,333 5,814,150 21,114 468,641 264,000

Stitching 16,500 9,175,032 21,114 2,110,212 15,095,027

Total 48,625,705

Departments/

Cost Elements

Overtime

for Rework

and Quality

Maintaining

B Pieces C Pieces Production Loss (Tar-

getUnachieveddue toDown-

time)

Rework (prepara-

tory)/b grade wash-

ing/alter mak-

ing/ribbon alter

Raw Material Wastage (Tar-

get Unachieved)

Internal Failure

Costs

Weaving 10,207,548 13,771,890 5,288,200 27,101,282 575,297 0

Dyeing 2,792,815 1,441,524 802,738 38,063,882 1,287,463 0

Printing 1,716,273 284,000 1,131,000 32,092,000 197,415 0

Stitching 9,189,822 239,469 105,652 20,471,877 10,550,851 0

Total 54,624,117

Cost Elements/Departments Container Detention Late Shipments (Air Ship-

ments)

Production Lost due to

downtime (beyond the Tar-

get)

Raw Material Wastage (Be-

yond the Target)

External Failure Costs Opportunity Costs

Weaving 170,821 776,627 39,665,384 2,423,663

Dyeing 93,175 13,785,130 7,540,317 974,400

Printing 217,408 970,784 17,750,000 835,800

Stitching 1,180,215 13,785,130 4,604,238 1,707,160

Total 30,979,289 75,500,962

Fig. 10. Total COQ in PKR
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Table 2 shows all the calculated values department wise,

and its graphical form is shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11.

Internal Failure Cost is found to be 46%of COQ. It should be

further investigated to reduce total COQ.

Fig. 11. Total COQ in %

A. Quality Index

The quality index is the ratio of total quality costs and the

total Sales. And it is found to be 6.8%, as shown in Table 3.

As per the pioneer's approach, the COQ% of sales should be

between 2 to 4%. [7, 24, 25]. The internal failure cost is

3.11% of the total sales, which is itself alarming and also

conirms that the main culprit is IFC. So, how to reduce In-

ternal Failure Cost will be discussed in this paper later.

TABLE 3

3 (ACTUAL COQ%W.R.T. SALES)

Total Sales of six months 5,683,547,319

Total COQ of six months 387,041,072

% 6.8%

B. Pareto Analysis of Internal Failure Cost

It is shown in Figure 12 that main causes for internal fail-

ure cost are Production Loss and Overtime. The production

Loss is the target unachieved due to downtime; for that rea-

son, overtime of workers to achieve the target andmaintain

quality takes place. So, both the major reason, according

to the 80/20 rule, is connected. If downtime will not occur,

then therewould take any overtime because all taskswould

be performed in time. So the major reason is the irst one,

which is production Loss (target Unachieved).

Fig. 12. IFC pareto analysis
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C. Why-WhyAnalysis of theMost CriticalHighlightedby

Pareto

Analysis 1 below showed that the major reason for produc-

tion loss (target unachieved) was the energy crisis; it was

earlier highlighted in the above heading 2.7 that right now

textile has been facing gas and electric load shedding. The

analysis also states that there is a need for lean thinking and

sound maintenance techniques.

Fig. 13. Why-why analysis

D. Implementation of the Highlighted Causes

Firstly, it was suggested that highermanagement to support

us in developing lean thinking in the organization. They

supported us; we started a training session for the work-

ers and their supervisors as they are dealing with prod-

ucts directly on the production loor. Pictures 1 and 2 show

the training session provided to management staff & pic-

ture 3 and 4 shows the training session provided to non-

management staff.

Fig. 14. Non-management staff
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Secondly, the major reason for high COQwas the load shed-

ding of electricity and gas. We already know that gas and

electricity load shedding is inevitable and it needs to be re-

solved by the factory’s management. The higher manage-

ment is reluctant to invest in the self-produced energy ini-

tiatives due to a huge amount. We convinced factory man-

agement that this would be one-time investment, and it

would give you beneit in the long term. The factory man-

agement agreed somehow; they took solar and coal gener-

ation initiatives, which would feed energy to those depart-

ments that have had the potential to produce the maximum

amount of products.

E. Results after Implementation of the Suggestions

TheCOQcalculated for theother sixmonths for the2nd time

for the same textile unit. After taking some sustainable and

lean initiatives, the total COQ reduced from 6.8% of sales

to 4.5% of sales, as shown in Figure 15 below. We found a

proit of 118637647 PKR in this calculation for six months.

Fig. 15. % reduction in COQ after improvement

V. CONCLUSION

This paper describes the background and the challenges

that have been faced by the textile sectors in Pakistan with

the help of a study done earlier. Cost of Quality was im-

plemented in a towel products manufacturer, which is it-

self an achievement. This research paper provides a case

study on how to reduce COQ in any sector, especially in tex-

tiles. In this case study, the internal failure cost is the high-

est cost, and the major reason is the production loss (target

unachieved). We did Pareto analysis to ind out the most

critical cause, and then we did a why-why analysis to ind

out the root cause of production loss. This case study shows

the reduction of COQ from 6.8% to 4.5% of sales after the

implementation of sustainability and lean initiatives.

This paper also developed a culture of lean as a literature

review highlighted that there is a lack of a lean approach in

the textile industry. The COQ is an iterative method, and it

can be used repeatedly. The result still shows that COQ can

be reduced further if the organization takes lean initiatives

on priority and provide further awareness of lean-to every

department. They can tell us betterways tomaximizeproit.

Moreover, the studywas carried out in the developed textile

industry of Pakistan. This can be carried out in every textile

industry and can reduce themanufacturing cost by applying

COQ techniques.
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